Nirosana®
Natural Strengthening of the Body
Patent No. DE 3801900 A1

Dear Reader,
Time has come to bring a product to your recognition beyond pharmaceutical interests –
due to a change of new ways arsing.
Nirosana® is one of those products which can be provided for those being interested

readers.

Take your time to read the following text and decide without pre-occupation if Nirosana®
could in your own interest meet your needs and good.
Nirosana® is a special life strengthening essence and contains a composition of 121

natural enteric oils which have one in common: they are exceptional rich on Terpenes, a
concentrate mixed in a very special relation to each other.
In the past the mixture has proofed in many combinations. In the use it was observed
that Nirosana® contributes to de-poisoning of the whole body, is speeding up those
processes. Microbial strains will be reduced and in case of lack, the TH1-cells of cellular
immunity stimulated – with the effect of rebalancing and conscious strengthening.
The lack of TH1-cells in the organism is typically i.e. for cancer and AIDS (see also
recommended literature of Dr. med. Heinrich Kremer, “The silent revolution of cancer
and AIDS medicine”).
Indications: liquid – one month ration contains 1.8 litre
Use recommendation – 3 times a day 2cl should be taken – preferable before the meal
Content: Terpenes containing ethereal oils and orange juice.
Nirosana® contains two toxic substances and its use is without any side effects.

Chemical-synthesis, pharmacy or even doctor related authorisations are not required.
The essence can be taken without any concerns even in longer time ranges.
Due to oral swallowing of ethereal oils the ingredients can even inflate a higher effect. At
a stronger sip it will have a mince tasting characteristic.
Excurse:
In the 80th of the past century Nirosana® was known under different names in the frame
of healing processes of AIDS patience’s and HIV-positive.
The health picture/parameters of Pneumocystis-carinal-Pneumonia (PCP) and additional
symptoms of fever, shivering fit, loss of weight and others could be cured in a few days.
In different cases laboratory results and protocols of a well-known Clinic in Berlin proofed
a significant recovery.
Also treatments of cancer patients developed positively.

At the time the natural healing methods were not established at all and those
newspapers reporting success were mainly German Boulevard-Newspapers and
magazines like “Bunte”, “Freizeit-Revue”, “Bildzeitung” and “Goldenes Blatt” of the
significant results, even though at the end well know recommended doctors took a
positive stand, such as Dr. Dieter Kaempgen (Scientific Council).
The effects of Nirosana® were also analysed at the Robert Koch-Institute by blood
testing’s at different patients and documented and published at the German Television
(ARD-Ratgeber – Adviser).
Looking back success for the inventor was not that big – due to not revealing the detailed
receipt and distribution of essences. He had the fear it would be sealed in a pharmacy
drawer instead being used for the help of patience’s.
This is why the publication of the essences was avoided until today.
However, if you are interested we supply you with the Opening Certificate of the German
Patent Authorities in Munich of 07th September 1989 with the Patent No. DE 3801900 A1.
As a small overview about possible effects of Nirosana® enteric oils and Terpenes:
 Essential oils have antiparasitic, -bacterial,-mycotic,-microbial and viral effects
 Terpenes are so called secondary ingredients and the main constituent of the
ethereal oils produced by plants. They form together a larger group of natural
products which are divided in diterpenes, monoterpenes, triterpenes, terpenoids
etc.
 Terpenes have a positive effect on your health as other secondary plant products.
Their impact is multifarious. They are able to protect you from germs and fungi,
will strengthen your immune system and take care of your somatic cells.
 It needs to be pointed out that terpenes have apparently an influence on the
cellular energy production.
 They have a wide variety of biological effects like anti-infectious impacts,
antiallergic features and anticarcinogenic activities.
 This way they influence through different mechanisms the carcinogenesis (tumor
growth) or diseases that originally came from the vascular system and/or from
the heart (cardiovascular pathogenesis).
 Some of the active components have already been used in therapies like cancer,
inflammatory chronically diseases (Crohn´s disease), viral-, bacterial-, parasiticand fungal diseases as well as malaria.
 Many of the terpenes have a positive impact on the sensation of pain.
 It has a positive influence on illnesses of the upper and lower respiratory system,
is used in therapeutic treatments and finally has an anti-inflammatory effect on
patients with severe asthma.

 The effectiveness of the product concerning chronically bronchitis has been proved
by clinical studies.
 Terpenes are active against bacteria, protozoa, fungi and virus. About 60 % of the
terpenes included in the ethereal oils inhibit the growth of the fungi; about 30%
the growth of the bacteria.
 Independent from single effects the application of hetero-genetic mixtures of
terpenes is a highly interesting alternative within the therapy of hard accessible
illnesses.
These information’s are just a small summery and incomplete and in summary
drawn from the internet. An own evaluation of the here reflected results and
comments published does not take place in this leaflet.
Epilog
We are grateful, that the Inventor of Nirosana® has given us the permission to publish
and distribute the essence.
In that spirit we will do our utmost to meet the expectation.
If we would be able in the range of health in fighting sicknesses’, declared as incurable,
to a small extend we would be happy – in the interest of all.
Konzeptis GmbH, Germany, Eschborn 2014

